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* 1930’s waves breaking over wall at Clarence PierFloods at Clarendon Road

* Interwar photograph of Clarence Pier (1930’s) * Aerial view from 1960’s of naval memorial showing jetty and 
cellular groynes
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*1960’s aerial view west from Eastney * 1960’s Aerial view of Southsea Castle 
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WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP
The Southsea Coastal Scheme is a Portsmouth City Council project and is 
being delivered through the Eastern Solent Coastal Partnership.  

Shared Vision
We are working together to secure the 
future of Southsea from coastal flooding, 
whilst providing the opportunity for further 
development and use of the seafront. 

• Balfour Beatty are providing expert  
construction advice to the design process 

• Arup, supported by Ramboll, are leading the 
technical design 

• The Environment Agency and Wessex 
Archaeology are bringing their specialist 
expertise to help us protect and enhance the 
historic and natural environment

IDT
Integrated 

Delivery Team



Your feedback is very important to 
us and it will help us to determine 
the final designs for the sea defences 
when we apply for planning 
permission, later in the year. 
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WHY ARE WE HERE?
We listened to your responses to our earlier 
consultations and your feedback has helped shape our 
ideas. The designs we are presenting today have been 
developed taking your views into account. 

There are more decisions to be made and we want to 
hear your thoughts.

Today we are 
presenting the latest 
designs

• We are only putting forward 
ideas that are technically 
feasible. 

• Important constraints 
such as heritage suitability, 
coastal processes and safety 
requirements have limited the 
design options in some areas.

• Where there is a choice of 
feasible options, we are 
asking for your feedback on 
which designs are the most 
appropriate and why.

FUNDING
The scheme’s development is being mostly funded by a £5.9 million grant from central government. 
The funding only covers the design of new sea defences to reduce the risk of flooding to properties in 
the area.

Although currently there are no funds for anything beyond the core sea defence proposals, the 
scheme’s objectives are to stimulate further development in Southsea and to unlock opportunities for 
other improvements and regeneration in the area. 

Once the designs have been completed, we will apply for further grants from various sources to build 
the new sea defences. Around 80% of the funds will be sourced from what is known as ‘Flood Defence 
Grant in Aid’, however we will need to apply for extra funding to ensure we can build the scheme we 
want to achieve.



WHY WE NEED TO BUILD 
THE SCHEME

Existing sea defences are between 50 and 100 
years old and are failing. They do not provide 
enough protection against flooding and need 
to be replaced and improved.

The policy along the Southsea seafront is to 
‘Hold the Line’, which means we need to keep the 
coastline in the same place. 

8,077 homes and 704 commercial properties in Southsea are at risk from coastal flooding. The effects of 
climate change are expected to increase this risk further over the next century. 

Time is running out. 
In 2013 the existing flood defences were 
assessed. 
They were not expected to last more than 10 
years in their current condition. 

Need for the Scheme

Throughout history, major storms have caused severe 
flooding in Portsmouth. In recent years waves have 
regularly washed over the top of existing defences and 
there have been several major failures along the frontage, 
increasing the risk of flooding and costing over £1m in 
repair works. 

Significant storms are expected to happen again, and 
climate change is expected to increase the intensity and 
frequency of major storms. 

Managing our coast is becoming increasingly important 
as sea levels rise and our climate changes. 

Historic Storm Events

The map below shows the area of Southsea 
which is at risk from a major flood event. 

Area at RiskWhat is at risk

Recovering from a major 
flood in Southsea could 
cost up to £950 million. This 
includes repairs to properties 
and infrastructure as well as 
impact on daily life. 
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THE STORY SO FAR
Feedback and support from the local community is vital for the success of the project. 
We’ve been talking to local residents and businesses as well as statutory bodies and other 
stakeholder groups throughout the course of the project.

The masterplan sets out policy for what type of development is appropriate and acts as a guide for future 
council investment in the area. 

This policy has been considered from the start of our project.

Comments from the masterplan consultations told us you wanted to see: 

• Better transport connections to the rest of the city
• More cultural venues 
• More outdoor activities - for use by the whole community

2012 Seafront masterplan consultation

2014 Public Consultation 
We consulted on the Outline Design Concept and your feedback helped us to start the design process.  You 
felt that the seafront is a community place for everyone. 

•  89% said that there is a need for new coastal 
defences

•  86% supported the leading coastal defence 
options

WHEN USING THIS COASTLINE, WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO 
YOU?  

  
 

 

Cafe

 

71.5%
THINK THE CITY COUNCIL 
 SHOULD INVEST IN    
  ENHANCEMENTS
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Dog 
walking Fishing Other



THE STORY SO FAR

2017 Engagement Events
Our 2017 engagement events helped us to identify the main uses of the different 
sections of the seafront and what people value. 
Most people agreed that the work to improve the seafront defences is needed to be undertaken and felt 
it should be sympathetic to the existing character of the seafront. Many said that defences should look 
natural and should avoid the overuse of concrete.

How have your views helped shape our proposals?

THEME 2017 FEEDBACK OUR PROPOSALS

Use of seafront You use the seafront for dog walking, eating, 
outdoor events, and sea views.

The promenade will be retained along the 
whole seafront.

Access Current access is good and should be 
retained and allow additional disabled 
access.

The design will keep the same number of access 
points and will also continue to meet disabled 
access legislation and improve where possible.

Vehicle access Opinions were mixed: some prefer more 
vehicle access while some prefer removing 
vehicle access.

Proposals for further public consultation include 
some designs that retain current vehicle access 
and some than include pedestrianisation.  

Look and feel Existing character and natural feel should be 
retained.  

The latest designs have been revised to reduce 
the concrete footprint of the structures and to 
include a more natural beach environment.

Cafés and 
restaurants

Current provision is excellent and should be 
retained.

Opportunities for café and retail premises will 
be incorporated into the proposed designs.

Facilities Existing facilities should be retained and 
enhanced where possible. 

Our designs will provide opportunities for 
enhanced facilities in future.

Cycling 
provision 

Feedback showed the desirability of 
changing the cycle lane to run along the 
promenade and more bicycle parking.

Improved cycle lanes are included along 
Eastney Esplanade. 

2014 2017 2018

Outline Design 
Concept Concepts Design Options Proposed 

Design
Planning 

Application
Approved 
Scheme

Public 
Consultation

Engagement
Events

Public 
Consultation

Public 
Consultation

WE ARE HERE

2019 2025

Construction
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Recent failures

Where: Southsea Common
When: Summer 2018

Where: Canoe Lake
When: Summer 2018

Where: South Parade Pier
When: Summer 2018

Where: Eastern Villas Rd
When: Summer 2018

Critical
Poor
Need 
Attention

Current views

Where: Long Curtain Moat
When: Winter 2014

Where: Memorial Beach
When: Spring 2018

Where: Pyramids Centre
When: Winter 2015

Where: Eastney
When: Winter 2014

CURRENT SITUATION
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OPTION DEVELOPMENT

BEA
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SHORTLIST

EXPERT GROUP

Do Nothing
No further work done to the defence.  Does not protect 
the area  and does not support economic stability. 

X

Economically
Is it affordable?
Technically

Is it feasible?

Environmentally
Is it sustainable?

Socially
Is it acceptable? Combined Defence

 A set back defence combined with a 
lower sloped or vertical wall along the 
front would provide protection from 
flooding. 

Primary Sloping Defence
Construction of a sloped defence such 
as a stepped apron or rock revetment 
to provide protection from flooding.

Primary Vertical Defence
Construction of a vertical 
seawall to provide protection 
from flooding and erosion.

X Beach Nourishment
Import more beach material to build up the beach.
To be used with other options to help maintain a 
healthy beach. On its own would not offer good enough 
protection and would not support economic stability.

Do Minimum
Maintain existing defence through repairs and reactive 
maintenance. Leaves Southsea unprotected, risk to life, 
expensive, does not support economic stability. 

Advance the Line
Build new defence out into the sea. Would obstruct 
the navigation channel, would encroach on the 
environmental areas and would drastically change the 
historic landscape.   

On Shore Structures
Structures could include groyne field to help keep 
the beach. Could be used along with other options. 

X Flood Resilience & Property 
Protection
Flood barriers and gates or modifications to properties 
to improve protection. Not feasible for all properties but 
may be used for vulnerable buildings that cannot be 
protected by other means.

X Managed Retreat 
Allow the shoreline to move naturally, either seaward 
or landward, but managing the process to control or 
limit its movement. Would lose the valuable open space, 
would leave historic buildings and monuments at risk 
would not support economic stability.

X Near Shore Structures
Offshore structure to provide  calmer in-shore waves. 
Not possible in the shipping channel, would not offer 
good enough protection from flooding.

De-mountable Defences
Flood barriers to be put up in advance of storm events.
Risk of not predicting a major event and the area 
flooding, risk of not being able to put the barriers up 
and leading to flooding. Design guidance recommends 
permanent defence where possible. 

X Off-Shore Barrier
Tidal barrier or breakwater built offshore to protect 
against still water levels and reduce wave energy in the 
near shore area. Not cost effective. 

X Retreat the Line
Move the defence inland and allow sea to take back the 
land. Would lose the valuable open space, would leave 
historic buildings and monuments at risk, would not 
support economic stability.

DO NOTHING

SIGNIFICANT LANDWARD 
ALIGNMENT

SECONDARY
DEFENCE
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We have divided the seafront into distinct character areas, each with its own unique characteristics, 
constraints and opportunities. 

Long Curtain 
Moat

Clarence 
Pier

Southsea 
Common

The Blue 
Reef Centre

Southsea 
Castle

The Pyramids 
& Rock 

Gardens

South 
Parade Pier

Canoe Lake 
Park & Rose 

Gardens

Eastney 
Esplanade

All the emerging designs presented here today are subject to gaining planning approval and 
securing funds from central government for construction.

Our proposals in each of these have been influenced by characteristics of the areas. 

Sea defences are made up of several structures which work together to protect land and property: 
• Beach often provides the first line of defence against the strong waves 
• Primary defence where the beach is not able to provide protection 
• Secondary defence protection inland e.g. areas of high ground or bunds

OVERVIEW OF OUR 
PROPOSALS

Western Area Central Area Eastern Area
From Long Curtain Moat to 
Southsea Castle. Includes 
many important historic 
features including Scheduled 
Ancient Monuments and 
Conservation Areas. 

Frontages either side 
of South Parade Pier. 
Important for recreation, 
retail and entertainment. 

Eastern section of the 
seafront. Important for 
ecological areas and beach 
habitats, plus access for 
watersports such as kite 
surfing. 
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Long Curtain 
Moat

Pyramids

Clarence 
Pier

Clarence 
Esplanade

Southsea 
Castle

South 
Parade Pier

Canoe 
Lake

Eastney Barracks

We are working to develop a coastal defence scheme that offers the protection we need and embraces 
everything we all love about the Southsea seafront. 

It is important to note that all of our emerging designs presented here are indicative and based on 
the information we have at this moment in time. Heights of primary and secondary defences will be 
affected by ongoing coastal wave modelling and other research, the results of which will be shown 
before we submit the planning application for the scheme later this year.

• Reduce the risk of coastal flooding and erosion to properties for the 
next 100  years 

• Protect heritage sites, areas of public open space, and environmentally 
designated sites 

• Retain public access to the coastline and, where possible, enhance the  
seafront 

• Preserve the unique character of Southsea 
• Meet the needs of the local community
• Open up opportunities for further regeneration along the seafront

Objectives for the scheme

Long Curtain Moat Pyramids

Clarence Pier

Clarence Esplanade

Southsea Castle

South Parade Pier

Canoe Lake

Eastney Barracks

Primary defence         Vertical wall   
Secondary defence      Existing high ground
          and bund 
Beach management    Natural processes 

Primary defence         Existing sea wall   
Secondary defence      Set back bund
Beach management    Natural processes 

Primary defence         Stepped revetment  
Secondary defence      Set back earth bund 
Beach management    Beach nourishment  

Primary defence         Rock armour revetment 
Secondary defence      Existing high ground and  
          vertical wall
Beach management    Natural processes 

Primary defence          Stepped revetment
Secondary defence       Vertical wall with  
           landscaping
Beach management     Beach nourishment

Primary defence            Stepped revetment
Secondary defence      Mix of high ground,   
          bund and vertical wall
Beach management    Beach nourishment

Primary defence           Vertical wall 
Secondary defence     Vertical wall
Beach management   Natural processes

Primary defence             Rock revetment 
Secondary defence       Vertical wall
Beach management     Beach nourishment

WHAT IS THE SOUTHSEA 
COASTAL SCHEME?
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LONG CURTAIN MOAT

Long Curtain 
Moat

Considerations: 
•  This area is within the Old Portsmouth
• Conservation Area and within the Old 

Portsmouth Area of Archaeological Importance. 
• Any final designs will require extensive 

consultation with Historic England

This area is subject to significant design constraints, due to the number of important historical structures 
that we must look after. We’ve worked with Historic England to come up with a design proposal that 
is acceptable to them, provides the level of flood protection required, and replaces the existing failing 
defences.

Proposal 

• New seawall with cladding to be built on the 
seaward side of the existing defence wall 

• Increase height and width of promenade 
• Short wall or bund at the end of Long Curtain 

Moat where the ground lowers to act as 
secondary defence. 

Benefits:
• Sea views remain the same 
• Raised promenade increases safety for 

pedestrians
• In keeping with the local heritage assets

A

A

Proposed sea defence
Existing sea defence

Cross section A - A



Clarence 
Pier

CLARENCE PIER  
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Because of the location of Clarence Pier, we are limited in what we can build unless the area is 
redeveloped. Our current proposal of a grass bund inland will provide the required level of protection 
from major flood events for residents.

Proposal

• A dwarf concrete wall with a sloped bund 
behind

• Flood gates and localised raising of Pier 
Road 

• Primary sea defence could be introduced 
along the seafront as part of any future 
development of the area

Proposed sea defence
Existing sea defence

Considerations: 
• Private land ownership
• Funding restrictions
• Location of pier prevents us from building     

a new defence along the coastline
• Need to consider opportunities for 

redevelopment in this area

Benefits:
•  Maintains access through Clarence Pier
•  Protects properties and homes inland

B

B

Cross section B - B Stepped revetment 
buried into beach



Southsea 
Common
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SOUTHSEA COMMON
Southsea Common is one of the city’s jewels, providing valuable open space right next to the Solent. There 
are options here to fully pedestrianise the promenade, or retain vehicle access and seafront parking. A 
dedicated cycle way could be included in both options, or alternatively the promenade could be a shared 
use space.

Option 1: Pedestrianised

• Rock groynes and beach management in place to 
protect and replenish the beach

• Stepped revetment, set back so steps are kept out of 
the tidal zone

•  Increase the height of the promenade by around 1.5m 
(5ft)

•  Grass bund could be sloped or stepped
•  Wide promenade linking beach to common
• Could have dedicated cycle way or be a shared use 

space

C

C

Could have dedicated 
cycle way or be a shared 

use space Proposed sea 
defence

Existing sea defence
Cross section C - C

Stepped revetment 
buried into beach

Grass bund could be 
sloped or stepped

Considerations: 
• Southsea Common is a listed park, and also 

provides space to hold major events
• Many listed memorials in the area need to be 

considered
• The effect of changing road use on seafront 

accessibility
• Replacing any lost parking spaces would need 

to be considered

Benefits:
• Keeps sea views along the promenade
• Preserves the beach and common
• Creates a seamless link between the 

common and the beach
• Public health benefits from encouraging 

walking and cycling
• Fits with the sustainable transport policy and 

existing seafront masterplan
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Southsea 
Common

SOUTHSEA COMMON

• Rock groynes and beach management in place 
to protect and replenish the beach

• Stepped revetment, set back so steps are kept 
out of the tidal zone

• Increase the height of the promenade and road 
by around 1.5m (5ft)

• One way road with parallel parking bays 
• Grass bund leading to the common which 

could be sloped or stepped

Considerations: Benefits:
• Southsea Common is a listed park, and also 

provides space to hold major events
• Many listed memorials in the area need to be 

considered
• Road interrupts link between common and 

beach
• Replacing any lost parking spaces would need 

to be considered

• Keeps sea views along the promenade
• Preserves the beach and common
• Use of road maintained
• Parking bays would be kept along the 

seafront

Southsea Common is one of the city’s jewels, providing valuable open space right next to the Solent. 
There are options here to fully pedestrianise the promenade, or retain vehicle access and seafront 
parking. A dedicated cycle way could be included in both options, or alternatively the promenade could 
be a shared use space.

Option 2: One Way Road and Parking

D

D

Proposed sea defence

Existing sea defence

Could have dedicated cycle way or be 
a shared use space

Cross section D - D

Stepped revetment 
buried into beach

Grass buns could be 
sloped or stepped



Proposal

• A rock armour revetment
• Increasing the height of the promenade by 

around 1m (3.3ft)
• Secondary defences such as a dwarf wall or 

a grass bund where there is not currently 
existing high ground

Southsea 
Castle

SOUTHSEA CASTLE  
This area is subject to significant design constraints, due to iconic setting of Southsea Castle and 
other historic structures. We’ve worked with Heritage England to come up with a design proposal 
that is acceptable to them, provides the level of flood protection required, and replaces the existing 
failing defences.
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Considerations: Benefits:
• Seafront Conservation Area and Grade II Listed 

Southsea Common Park
• Any final designs will require extensive 

consultation with Historic England

• Uses existing structures efficiently
• Fits in with local heritage
• Better erosion protection

Proposed sea defence
Existing sea defence

E

E

Cross section E-E
Rock to be placed here
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Pyramids

PYRAMIDS CENTRE
During storms, waves flood the promenade making it unsafe for pedestrians. There is a risk that 
properties and buildings behind the current defences could be flooded and damaged.

Proposal

• Beach management to maintain healthy 
beach

• Stepped revetment with a new groyne 
• Raising the height of the promenade by 

around 1m (3.3ft)
• Upstand wall on landward side
• 1.25m (4ft) upstand wall on landward side, 

based on current wave modelling

Considerations: 
• Buildings directly behind the defences
• The beach is very important to the area and 

should be maintained
• Need to keep continuous access to beach
• Listed buildings and structures
• Access to Rock Gardens will be decided during 

detailed design stage

Benefits:
• Maintains and improves the beach for public 

use
• Improves access from the promenade to 

beach and amenities
• Retains shelters and provides better access 

to heritage structures

F

F

Proposed sea defence

Existing sea defence Access to be decided 
during detailed 

design phase

Beach to be retained 
over stepped 

revetment

Cross section F - F



Option 1: Promenade at Existing Level

• Rock placed on either side of the pier for 
100m (110yd) stretch to reduce wave energy

• 1.2m (4ft) high vertical defence on seaward 
side of the prom for a short distance 
(100m/110yd), on both sides of the pier

• Promenade kept at same level to maintain 
existing access to the pier

South 
Parade Pier

SOUTH PARADE PIER
South Parade Pier is one of Southsea’s iconic landmarks.  We will work with the existing landscape to 
enhance the area, whilst still providing greatly enhanced protection for residents during major flood 
events.
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Proposed sea defence

Existing sea defence

Access ramp

Cross section G - G

G

G

Extent of rock placement

Considerations: 
• Significant height changes close to road
• Defences close to commercial properties, listed 

buildings and the road
• Listed building and structures, limited space for 

landscaping
• Access to beach reduced

Benefits:
• Existing setting maintained
• Reduced impact on the beach
• Opportunities for ecological enhancement



SOUTH PARADE PIER
South Parade Pier is one of Southsea’s iconic landmarks.  We will work with the existing 
landscape to enhance the area, whilst still providing greatly enhanced protection for 
residents during major flood events.

Option 2: Promenade Lowered

• Rock placed on either side of the pier for 100m 
(110yd) stretch to reduce wave energy

• Promenade lowered and pushed out towards 
the sea, creating a new plaza space

•  3m (9.8ft) high vertical defence on seaward side 
of the plaza for a short distance (100m/110yd), 
on both sides of the pier

• Commercial units could be created in the new 
plaza space

19

South 
Parade Pier

Considerations: 
• Significant height changes close to road
• Defences close to commercial properties, listed 

buildings and the road
• Listed building and structures, limited space for 

landscaping
• Access to beach reduced and risk of beach 

erosion increased

Benefits:
• 3m (9.8ft) vertical defence on seaward side 

of the promenade, either side of the pier
• Places pier in new feature setting
• Opens up future development 

opportunities

Proposed sea defence

Existing sea defence

Cross section H - H

H

H

Extent of rock placement



Option 1: Pedestrianised

• Groynes and beach management put in place 
to maintain a healthy beach

• Stepped revetment, set back from the tidal 
zone. Promenade raised by around 1m (3.3ft)

• Wide promenade linking park and beach
• Vertical defence, bund or existing high ground 

provides secondary protection
• Could have dedicated cycle way or be a shared 

use space

Canoe Lake 
Park

CANOE LAKE PARK
The beach here becomes narrow, with access to a variety of other public attractions: Canoe Lake, the 
Rose Gardens and several cafés and kiosks. Behind the defence, the land is largely low-lying. The road 
and promenade flood on a regular basis during storm events. 
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Considerations: 
• Canoe Lake Park is listed
• There are businesses located on the seaward 

side of the defences
• Change of road use which could make the 

seafront area less accessible by car
• Replacement parking spaces would need to be 

found elsewhere
• Flood gates need to be incorporated

Benefits:
• Preserves sea views along the promenade
• Public health benefits from encouraging 

walking and cycling
• Fits with the sustainable transport policy
• Creates a seamless link between the park 

and the beach

Proposed sea defence

Existing sea defence

Could have dedicated 
cycle way or be a shared 

use space
Cross section I - I

I

I



The beach here becomes narrow, with access to a variety of other public attractions: Canoe Lake, the 
Rose Gardens and several cafés and kiosks. Behind the defence, the land is largely low-lying. The road 
and promenade flood on a regular basis during storm events. 

Option 2: Road Retained

• Groynes and beach management put in place 
to maintain a healthy beach

• Stepped revetment, set back from the tidal 
zone. Promenade raised by around 1m (3.3ft)

• Two-way road maintained
• Vertical defence, bund or existing high ground 

provides secondary protection
• Existing car park would be retained
• Could have dedicated cycle way or be a shared 

use space

Considerations: 
• Canoe Lake Park is listed
• There are businesses located on the seaward 

side of the defences
• There are limited sea views from Canoe Lake 

Park
• Replacement parking spaces would need to be 

found elsewhere
• Road interrupts link between park and beach

Benefits:
• Keeps sea views along the promenade
• Public health benefits from encouraging 

walking and cycling
• Use of road maintained

CANOE LAKE PARK

21

South 
Parade Pier

Proposed sea defence

Existing sea defence

Could have dedicated 
cycle way or be a 
shared use space

Cross section J - J

J

J



Canoe Lake 
Park

EASTNEY ESPLANADE 
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Options 1, 2 and 3

Option 1
• New primary vertical defence, raising promenade height by 

around 0.7m (2.3ft) or less
• Vertical wall at front of road will provide secondary 

protection
Option 2
• New primary vertical defence, raising promenade height by 

around 0.7m (2.3ft)  or less
• Vertical wall at rear of road will provide secondary protection
Option 3
• Leave it as it is for up to the next 50 years but with beach 

monitoring and management

This area of the seafront benefits from large beach, which helps to dissipate waves before they 
reach the ageing defences. There are three options. The first two, if we do work now, are whether 
we put the secondary defence at the front or the back of the road. The other option is not to do any 
work now, and rely on the beach to provide protection for the next fifty years. We will reassess the 
situation then.

Considerations: 
• Vegetated shingle is a priority habitat 

(Proposed Special Protection Area) 
• Existing business on seaward side of the 

current sea wall 
• If no work is carried out now, the beach will 

need to be monitored to ensure adequate 
flood protection

Benefits:
• Minimises the environmental impact
• No change or loss of seafront views from the 

raised promenade if work was carried out 
now

• Would also provide protection if the natural 
coastal processes move existing shingle

K

K

Area visualisation of option 1

Proposed sea defence

Existing sea defence

Option 1: Secondary 
defence placed at 

front of road

Cross section K - K

Option 2: Secondary 
defence placed at rear 

of road
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WESTERN AREA
IDEAS FOR FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Comprehensive redevelopment of the area 
presents an opportunity to strengthen the role of 
Clarence Pier. It is the one major redevelopment 
opportunity that could attract significant new 
private sector investment into the Seafront area. 
If redevelopment of the area went ahead, the 
primary sea defence could run along the coastline 
instead of the set back grass bund.

We want to identify opportunities to improve and enhance the seafront. Here are some of our 
ideas for further exploration should they be deemed appropriate. These may be funded in the 
future. 

Clarence Pier Redevelopment

Seafront Multi-Use Space
A hard surfaced space adjacent to the Blue Reef 
Aquarium is included in our proposals. 
Uses could range from a food and drinks 
market area, a pop-up outdoor cinema space, 
an outdoor exhibition space, or a car park and 
viewing point. 
This would promote year round activity that can 
continue to be flexible into the future. 

Southsea Common 
Restoration

The existing car park, to the east of Clarence 
Pier could become hidden within the existing 
landscape of Southsea Common. It could also 

be expanded to increase the number of parking 
spaces. 

A lightweight roof could be built over the existing 
car park area, topped with soil, and planted with 

grass and wild flowers. 
Flexible commercial space could be included on 

the seaward side of the car park. 



CENTRAL AREA
IDEAS FOR FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Commercial units to create a high street feel could 
be developed if the designs for a lower promenade 
were taken forward. 

The roof of the units could be used as a sun terrace 
for a restaurant or café.

We want to identify opportunities to improve and enhance the seafront. Here are some of our 
ideas for this area. 
We will not include these in our planning application for the scheme. They need to be developed 
further and funded separately. 

Commercial Units

Cockleshell Park

These ideas have been inspired by 
commemorative sculpture outside The Rose 
Gardens.

Our ideas would create a social space along with 
a safe play environment for the young, and quiet 
contemplation for others. 

Canoe Lake Bridge
The promenade is very wide at the south eastern 

corner of the park and this bridge would lead 
down to Canoe Lake.

The surface of the promenade leading to the 
bridge would be designed as a pedestrian priority 
space to ensure a safe and inclusive environment. 
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EASTERN AREA 
IDEAS FOR FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

We want to identify opportunities to improve and enhance the seafront. Here are some of our ideas for the 
enhancement of the this area.

These will not be included in our planning application for the scheme in the autumn. They need to be further 
developed and funded separately. 

Eastney Pavilion
•  This would create a new landmark for Eastney. It would house art and cultural displays.
•  The design is based on shape of seabird’s wing
•  There could be a boardwalk connection from the promenade to the beach



TIMELINE

2019 - Construction could begin
Construction could start as early as autumn 2019. The 
exact date is not set as it is dependent on many factors, including planning permission 
and funding. The scheme will build the frontages in phases, so it will not encompass 
the entire seafront at one time. Until funding is secure and the design is final, the 
phasing of each frontage will not be confirmed.

Late 2019 - Planning
The design will be submitted for 
planning approval. At the time of consultation, the planning application will be for all 
frontages.

2018 - Public Consultation

This consultation is to allow the public to gain a deeper 
understanding of the scheme, the constraints, and to contribute 
to the scheme so that the wants, needs and preferences of the users of the seafront can be 
captured. 

2017 - Design development
£5.9 million of funding was approved, allowing us to begin 
developing the designs further. As part of the process we 
gathered information on all the constraints and opportunities 
along the entirety of the seafront, along with the national and local 
policies that affect it.

- Outline business case submitted

We submitted an outline business case, based on the policies set out in 
the North Solent Shoreline Management Plan (2010), the Portsea Island 
Coastal Strategy (2012) and previous option appraisals (2013-15), to 
central government to unlock funding for design development.
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www.southseacoastalscheme.org.uk

www.escp.org.uk

or

southseacoastalscheme@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
info@escp.org.uk

Southsea Coastal Scheme
EasternSolentCoastalPartnership

@SouthseaCS
@EasternSolentCP


